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Abstract

Process variations, incurred during the fabrication stage ofMEMS
structures, may lead to substantially different performance than the
nominal one. This is mainly due to the small variation of the geom
etry of the structure with respect to the ideal design. In this paper
we propose an approach to estimate performance variations for gen
eralplanarsuspended MEMS structurefor low frequency applications.
This approach is based on two complementary techniques, one prob
abilistic and the other deterministic. The former technique, based on
the Monte-Carlo method, defines a random distribution on the geo
metric variables and evaluates the possible outcome performance by
sampling that distribution. The latter technique, based on robust op
timization and semidefinite programming (SDP) approximations [5],
finds bounds on performance parameters given the bounds on the ge
ometric variables, i.e. it considers the worst case scenario. Both tech
niques have been integrated with SUGAR, a simulation tool for MEMS
devices available to the public [4] [2], and tested on different types of
folded springs.

Index Terms-Process variation, CAD, nodal analysis, Monte Carlo
algorithm, robust optimization, SDP, performance bounds.
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1 Introduction

MEMS is afast growing research area enabled by microfabrication ofsensors,
actuators, and electronics. Fine line lithography and high yield processing
make it possible to create complex systems composed of dozens to millions
ofdevices. Several MEMSCAD tools are appearing to help the design both
at the device-level [11] [15] [9] and at the system-level [13] [6].

However, most of them cannot take into account possible variation of
design after fabrication process, which may lead to non negligible effect on
the overall structure behavior.

Our intent is to address this issue byestimating bounds on the variation
ofperformance specifications arising from process variation inthe geometric
design variables.

There are several methods intended to deal with the problem of opti
mization with uncertain data. The stochastic approach models uncertain
ties as random variables, such as in the Monte-Carlo filgorithms [10], and
gives estimates of the probability distribution on the performance param
eters. The robust optimization approach, instead, tries to estimate the
worst case among infinite number of scenarii. In our context, the latter
approach means computing the smallest ellipsoid that encloses all possible
performance parameter outcomes [7].

They are not mutually exclusive, and the designer should be given the
possibility to choose between them, depending on the application. For ex
ample, the ellipsoidal calcidus is particularly suited for safety critical appli
cation, but may be overconservative for some applications.

Both ofthese methods have been implemented and integrated into SUGARl.O,
a MEMS simulation software developed at UC Berkeley [4] and publicly
available [2].

The next section describes the model adopted for planar suspended
MEMS structure and describes the effect of process variation on the per
formance. Sections 3 and 4 describe the Monte-Carlo and the Ellipsoidal
Calculus algorithms and their implementations. In the Section 5 several
simulations axe presented for common test structures. Finally, Section 6
offers some concluding remarks and proposes futme extensions.

2 Model

We are following the same methodology adopted in SUCAR to analyze a
surface micromachined MEM structure. This methodology is basedon nodal
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Figure 1: The atomic element description of a beam. The geometric variables,
L,w,t, correspond to design variables. The displacements Xi,yi,di,x2,y2,02 are
related to the design specification and performance parameters.
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Figure 2: A simple MEM structure where the nodes are explicitly enumerated

analysis: it decomposes the whole structure into atomic elements, such as
beams, anchors, gaps, comb drives, whose behavior is described by a simple
lumped dynamical system (Figure 1). Finally these atomic elements are
connected together (Figure 2), giving rise toaninternally coupled dynamical
system. The displacements variables of each element are modeled by a
nonlinear second order mechanical model as follows:

[m(x, q)]q + [d(x, q, q)]q + [A;(x, q)]q = f(q) (l)
where q = (ri,2/1,01,2:2,2/25 ^2)^ is the vector of nodal displacements,

and X = is the vector of design variables, which corre
sponds to the geometric dimensions, {Li,wi,ti), the Young's modulus, E,
and the Poisson ratio for the material, v. The matrices [m], [d], [A:] are re
spectively the eflFective mass, damping and spring stiffness ofthe dynamical
system and they depend nonlinearly both on the design variables and on the
displacement vector.

Since in this analysis we are considering only the DC equilibrium state,
we can neglect the mass and damping term, simplifying Equation (1) as

[A:(x,q)]q = fDc(q) (2)



For small displacements the force vector, fDc(q), and the stiffness ma
trix, [A;], are independent ofq. In this case the stiffness matrix, [A;], takes
the following expression for a simplified planar view[4]:

[A:(x)] =^

wtL'^ 0 0

0 12/ 6/L 0

0 6/L 4/L2 0
-wtL^ 0 0 wtL^

0 -12/ -GIL 0

0 GIL 2/L2 0

0 0

-12/ GIL

-GIL 2/L2
0 0

12/ -GIL

-GIL 4/L2

(3)

where E is the Young's modulus for the beam and I is the moment of
inertia of the beam cross section given by:

1 = _

U (4)

Sinceeachstructure may havedifferent orientations, all local coordinates
are transformed into global coordinates by a rotation matrix, T{a), where a
is the orientation of the beam measuredcounterclockwise from the positive x
axis [4]. Thestiffness matrix inglobal coordinates is thus given by[khiobal =
{Tf[k]lccal[n

The assemblage of the set of individual matrices [A:] into the collective
system matrix, [K], and vectors foe into Fdc» where all structures are
coupled at common nodes, is accomplished by nodal superposition. Thus,
the entire system DC equilibrium can be expressed as

[/C(x)]q = FDc (5)
where the nodal displacement q = (xi, t/i, 0i,..., rE„,?/„, is the vector

of all nodal displacements, and x = is the vector
including all geometric design variables, and Fdc is the vector of applied
forces and torque. Note that this is a common linear equation of the form
Ay = 6, if the geometry vector, x, is fixed.

If Xnom is fixed, the previoussystem has (in general) a unique equilibrium
solution, qnom, which can be efficiently computed by SUGAR. However,
due to process variations the designvariables may be slightly different from
their nominal values, thus giving rise to different equilibrium solution. This
phenomenon can be characterized mathematically by adding an unknown
perturbation term, Jx, to the nominal value of the design variables, x„om5
i.e. X = Xnom + <^x, where <5x belongs to a know set U. Therefore Equation
(5) must be rewritten as



Figure 3: The shaded region corresponds to the set ofpossible equilibrium points
due to process variation. Note that even if the nominal designed equilibrium belongs
to this set, it is not generally centered in the "middle" of the solution set. Ellipsoidal
calculus tries to find the smallest ellipsoid that encloses this set, thus giving bounds
on displacement variations

[iir(x„om) + AiiTjq = Fdc (6)
where K(xnom) depends only on the nominal design vector and is thus

known, while AK is the bounded and structured uncertainty in the stiffness
that depends on the vector Sx. It is now clear that the Equation (6) maps
the set U into the set of all possible displacements Q, which , of course,
include the vector qnom- Though this mapping seems harmless, it is very
complex and not amenable to analytic solution.

One option to tackle this problem is to define a probability distribu
tion for the vector and then to solve Equation (6) for many samples
drawn from that distribution. This is the underlying idea of Monte-Carlo
algorithms described in the next section.

Another possibility would be to calculatean ellipsoid ofconfidence which
encloses all possible equilibrium points, q, as shown in Figure 3. This ap
proach is the basis of the Ellipsoidal Calculus method developed in [5] [7],
This can be done via semidefinite-programming (SDP) as proposed in [3].
The main difficulty for this approach is finding an appropriate form for the
matrix AK in order to apply this algorithm. This is discussed in Section 5.

3 Monte-Carlo Algorithm

In this approach, we modeled the process variation assuming to be a
vector of independent random variables. Only the width and thickness vari-



ations axe considered, since length isonly slightly affected by process varia
tion. Young s modulus, Poisson ratio, sidewall angles andstress areassumed
to be constant in order to simpHfy the following derivations.

We allowed three different random distributions: 1) a uniform distribu
tion in the interval {xnom ~ + <^)j where J is a parameter defined by
the user, 2) a Gaussian distribution with mean Xnom and variance <J), 3)
a uniform comer distribution where x = Xnom ± S takes value only at the
extremes of the interval.

Thefirst two distributions aremotivated bytheirubiquitous use in mod
eling parameters variation in practical applications. The last distribution is
interesting because it well models theworst case scenario for theperformance
parameters. For simplicity, in our simulations the uncertainty interval for 6
is fixed for all the geometric variables.

Since the number ofsamples isfinite, it isnecessary to give probabilistic
bounds on the estimates of performance. These bound are characterized
by two parameters, the accuracy, e, and the confidence, 1 - t}. Suppose,
for example, that we have drawn I samples and we have calculated the
fraction of samples, ri, which have a performance between ±e the nominal
performance. Then, we can say that the true fraction ofsamples, r, satisfies
the following relation [14]:

P[\r -ri\> e]< 2exp~^^ '̂ = 77, (7)
where P stands for probability. Therefore, given any desired accuracy

and confidence, we can find the minimum number of samples that must be
drawn to achieve them, as follows:

'>-2^1n(|) (8)
4 Confidence Ellipsoid Algorithm

As mentioned above, a different approach consists in finding the smallest
ellipsoid which includes all possible solutions, q, of Equation (6), as shown
in Figme 3. This can be done through the solution of an SDP problem
as long as the matrix AK takes a particular form called linear fractional
representation (LFR). A particular case of this representation is the affine
representation, which has the following expression:

(AT + IfAi?)q = Fdc (9)



where the matrices, if, L and i?, are constant and depend on the structure of
the imcertainty, i.e. on how the geometric perturbation affects the system
matrix. The matrix A = {diag(Ji/ri,...,(J^/r,„) G R"»,||<y||oo < 1},
where m is the number of independent variables and Jr^ is the identity
matrix of size r^.

These four matrices can be found easily by considering the local stiffiiess
matrix (3). First, we assume that the length, L, does not vary. This is
a reasonable assumption since the relative variation of L is very small in
comparison with the relative variation of the thickness, t, and of the width,
w. Moreover the thickness, t, and the width, lo, have mayimiiTn variation
of ±<5. Then, we can notice that the elements of the matrix, [A;], depends
only on the area, A = lyf, and the moment of inertia, /, of the beam. If we
consider these as independent variables, we can rewrite [A;] as follows:
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where the matrices, [kA] and [A:/], are constant, and onlythe area. A, and
the moment of inertia, 7, may change due to process variations. Since the
variables, A and 7, belong to an interval, it is more convenient to rewrite
equation (10) in terms of the interval mean, A = (Amax + ^mm)/2, and
interval half-width, = (Amax - ^min)/2, as follows:

[A:] = A[k/i^ -f d/i[A:^] Sa + 7[A:/] 4- d/[A;/] Sj

= [^/lo] + [Ajyii] 5a + [A;/o] + [A;/i] 5j
= [Auo] + La{5aIta)Ra + Lj{SiIri)Rj (11)

where the matrices, [Ar^io] [A:>ii] [A:/o] [A;/i] and [A;o], are constant. The
variables, 6a and J/, may range in the interval [-1,4-1], giving rise to all
possible scenarii. The matrix [A:o] = [A:>io] + [A^/ojj is the sum of the two mean
matrices. The matrices [A:^i] = LaRa and [A;/i] = L/Tl/, are obtained by
running the singular value decomposition (SVD) on the matrices [A;>ii] and
[A:/i]. Now, we can see from Equation (11), that thelocal uncertainty matrix



has an affine representation. The global affine representation is simply ob
tained by stacking all the matrices Li, 6i and Ri into a single global matrix
as in Equation (9).

The algorithm that computes the confidence ellipsoid fi-om this repre
sentation is quite complex and it is described in [7]. We simply mention
that it recasts the problem as a Semidefinite Programming (SPD) problem
[3], which can be solved numerically by the LMITOOL toolbox in Matlab [8].

Note: Before concluding this section, we want to remark that the two
variables 6a and Sj are not independent, since the area. A, and the moment
of inertia, /, are strictly related. However, the assumption that they are
independent, simply results in adding infeasible solutions. Therefore, the
ellipsoid may be overpessimistic, i.e. there may bea gap between theset of
feasible solutions and the ellipsoid boundary.

5 Simulations

In this section we present some simulations of the previous algorithms on
several MEM structures. For the following simulations we chose the follow
ing parameters: 6 = 0.1/zm, 77 = 0.01, e = 0.09, I = 328. Most of the beams
in these structures have minimum width and thickness inorder to magnify
the effect of process variations.

Thefollowing plots show comparison between only two performance vari
ables for ease ofvisuaUzation, but multiple comparisons are possible.

Figure (4) shows asimple dog-bone-shape suspension, which has 6nodes,
5 beams, 10 states (g's), 10 independent process variables (J's). This struc
ture is designed to be symmetric so that a force applied on the y-axis would
generate a displacement onlyalong the y-axis. However, due to variations of
geometric variables, this is not true, as shown on the plots where for several
samples the diplacement along the x-axis is nonzero. In the middle plot of
Figure (4) are shownsomepossible displacement outcomes for Node4 due to
a uniform distribution. The ellipsoid of 100 % confidence seems to be over-
pessimistic, however it is tight, in the sense that there exist some possible
solutions which lie on its boundary, though they are very "unlikely". This
is clear in the bottom plot, where we used a uniform corner distribution.
In fact we can see that there are solution on the boundary. In the folded
spring of Figure (5), instead, we chose a Gaussian distribution instead of
a uniform distribution for the middle plot. This structures has 8 nodes,
7 beams, 20 states {q's), 14 independent process variables (<y's). Another
interesting property of the ellipsoid approach is that it also captures the



Figure 4: A Dog-hone-suspension where a force of -100 fxN is applied at Node 4
along the y-axis. Middle plot: uniform distribution. Bottom plot: uniform comer
distribution
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Figure 5: Afolded spring where a force of-100 pN is applied at Node 5 along the
y-axis. Middle plot: uniform comer distribution. Bottom plot: uniform distri
bution, 'x' Gaussian distribution. In general, not all the samples from a Gaussian
distribution lie inside the confidence ellipsoid as in this particular example



correlation among different displacement variables, as shown in the bottom
plot of Figure (5), even though this time the ellipsoid seems to be not so
tight.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we have proposed and simulated two approaches to analyze
the effect of process variations on performance design. These approaches
are reasonably flexible, can be easily modified by the user and seem to give
meaningful results. All the code used for the simulations has been adapted to
run with SUGARl.O and can be downloaded following the instructions in [1].
Easy extensions ofour work, would be the introduction ofdifferent geometric
bounds, J's, for the variation ofeach geometric variable, the analysis process
variations of the Young's modulus and the Poissonratio for the material and
the study of 3-Dimensional structures.

As already mentioned above, the Monte Carlo approach and the robust
optimizationapproachare twocomplementary methods. The former is more
suitable andcomputationally efficient when the probability distribution over
the geometric variables is known and simple, and when the accuracy and
confidence required are not too high. The latter, instead, is particularly ap
propriate and computationally efficient for safety critical applications since,
given bounds on the geometric variables, it can calculate 100% confidence
bounds with perfect accuracy, i.e. e= 7/ = 0, over the performance param
eters in polynomial time with respect to the number ofgeometric variables
O(n^) [12]. In the Monte-Carlo method, instead, the worst case scenario
scales exponentially in the number of process variation variable, m , since
it requires the solution of / = 2"^ different scenarii. In our simulations this
would correspond to I = 1024 for the structure in Figure 4 and to I = 16384
for the structure in Figure 4. These examples show how this approach be
comes soon intractable also for simple structures. A limiting factor for the
extensive use of Ellipsoidal Calculus algorithm is the computational time it
requires, although polynomial. This is mainly due to the overhead arising
from the implementation of a general purpose SDP solver. Future work
must be directed in the solution of this problem.

Another interesting issue is understanding why the ellipsoid approach is
sometimes loose: it may either depend on the Lagrange relaxation [7] or on
the approximated affine representation in Equation (11). Moreover, we are
currently extending the Ellipsoidal Calculus towards design synthesis, i.e.
tuning the nominal geometric dimensions of the original MEM structure in
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order to improve performance specifications in spite of process variation.
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